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Abstract

Modeling and predicting lifetimes of power semiconductor devices
has become more and more important during the last years. Since
resources, especially time, are restricted, reliable prediction methods
for lifetime of Devices under Test (DUT) are required.

For this study 10 datasets containing Cycles to Failure (CTF) of
Smart Power ICs, tested with a temperature cycle stress test system,
are used. Currently these tests are modeled with a log-normal dis-
tribution to predict the required parts per million (ppm) quantiles.
Generally, predictions of mean lifetime are done with physical accel-
eration models, e.g. Arrhenius or Coffin-Manson model, but for the
given data these models fail. Further difficulties arise with the given
data, because the DUTs show two different failure mechanisms.

First a Bayesian linear model (LM) based on four test parameters
is used. Based on previous research, for the data the normal distri-
bution (N(µ, σ2)) is chosen, where the mean is modeled with a LM
(µ = Xβ+ ε). For the model parameters and σ2 non-informative prior
distributions are applied. This model shows weaknesses because it does
not consider the mixed behavior of the data. To adapt the model to the
DUTs behavior, a Bayesian LM with a mixture of two normal distribu-
tions is investigated. As before, non-informative priors are used, except
for the intercepts, where uniform priors based on expert knowledge are
applied. Since it can be demonstrated that the mixing proportion de-
pends linearly on the peak temperature of the DUTs, this information
is also included into the model. To compare the performance of the two
models, leave-one-out cross validation is used. The analysis showed a
significant increase in quality for the model with mixed distribution.
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